Natural ingredients
targeted action

for

For CELLRESET, PHYSIOCOSMETIC Research has
identified rare ingredients among the most valuable
resources of nature.
With our intimate knowledge of cellular metabolism, they act in a targeted manner on the causes of
skin ageing and give C,339,:,; its exceptional
efficiency.
Argan stem cells to boost deep cell renewal
Papaya extract to restart the renewal cycle of
the epidermis.
Polysaccharides extracted from Japanese
"Natto" for deep moisturising.
White Lupin extract to boost production of
ceramides.

CELLRESET is 100% safe
Like all PHYSIOCOSMETIC care products, CELLRESET
formulation enjoys special attention paid to the selection of
active and primary ingredients.
Without Parabens - Not tested on animals - Approved by
independent toxicologists - Made in France according to GMP
standards - Formulated to minimise the risk of allergies.

In harmony with the physiology of
your skin
CELLRESET protocol relies on natural resources of defence and
skin repair.
It is based on the natural cycle of renewal of the epidermis that
lasts 28 days.
CELLRESET is an overnight treatment, the best time for natural
cell renewal. More permeable during this period, the skin is
particularly receptive to the CELLRESET ingredients.

Languedoc-Roussillon (France) Grape extract
to protect the mitochondrial DNA.

www.dlifeglobal.com

CELLRESET
Cell Regeneration
Total 28-day anti-ageing protocol

NIGHT

CELLRESET is an exceptional anti-ageing solution in two
stages which stimulates cellular activity of the skin and skin
regeneration in order to restore youth and firmness to your
skin.
CELLRESET revives the natural cycle of regeneration of the
epidermis, stimulates the deep stem cells and reactivating
natural production of three essential components of skin:
collagen, hyaluronic acid and ceramide.

A scientific reflection on the signs of
ageing

Promotes self-repair of your skin

PHYSIOCOSMETIC Research has developed four modes of
action to give your skin back its youthful potential:

The natural production of essential components of the skin
decreases with time, thus favouring the appearance of signs of
ageing. By revitalising these mechanisms CELLRESET restores
the skin's natural repair capacity.

• Night after night, the deep stem cells are activated
to support the reconstruction of the support matrix;

Existing facial wrinkles appear reduced and the introduction
of new ones is delayed.

• The potential for regeneration of the skin is preserved, thanks to the protection of stem cells of the
epidermis;
• Natural mechanisms of production of three essential
components of skin: collagen, hyaluronic acid and
ceramide, are reactivated to restore skin architecture;
• The vital energy of the cell is maintained by protective action on the mitochondrial DNA.

The benefits of CELLRESET
Night after night, CELLRESET fights against the causes of
sagging skin and restores the strength of the dermis supporting the skin.
The complexion upon waking is radiant, the skin texture is
smoothed, imperfections are blurred and wrinkles appear
reduced.
The face regains the contours and tone of firmer skin.
Night after night, your skin is literally reborn and regains its
radiance and luminosity.
CELLRESET is a global anti-ageing solution carefully
designed around five major actions:
• It restructures the supporting tissues and firms the
skin
• It provides elasticity and suppleness to the skin
• It fills and smooths wrinkles
• It deeply moisturises
• It evens the complexion.

Night action focused on stem cells

A simple and efficient beauty ritual
CELLRESET is applied nightly in two stages. The protocol 1 +1
is easy to follow and designed to enhance the effectiveness of
treatment:

CELLRESET boosts stem
cells during deep sleep
and initiates a real "new
skin" effect.

• Serum Booster CR-0 is applied every night before
the active concentrates. It prepares the action of the
active concentrates and stimulates deep stem cells
that recharge the skin with new cells;

The stem cells of the
epidermis and dermis are
naturally
regenerated.
Indeed, these cells have
the ability to produce new
cells, which will in turn
restore skin tissue and its
functionality of youth.

• The active concentrate CR-1 synchronises
cellular renewal and strengthens the natural
production of collagen;
• The active concentrate CR-2 deeply moisturises
and strengthens the natural production of
hyaluronic acid;
• The active concentrate CR-3 protects the vital
energy of cells and strengthens the natural production of ceramides.

